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ABSTRACT

radioactive wastes generated from
..nuclear fuel reprocessing require treatment for
effective long-term- storage. Heating by microwave
energy is explored in processing of two possible

.taste forms: (1) drying of a pelletsd form of
.calcined waste and (2) v i t r i f i ca t ion of calcined
'-waste. I t is shown tnat residerce times for these

processes can be greatly radi'caa .vhe.i using micro-
wave energy rather tnan conventional heating
sources, without af-'ecti^g srcsuct properties.
Compounds in the wasts ^r:
additives couaie Jery weii
microwave f i e ld so that no
absorbers are necessary.

-..••'e glass f r i t
ui ens 2.45 GHz

special microwave

r.
In many of the current and prospective phases of
radioactive waste treatment at the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant (ICPP) such .-s calcining, concen-
tration by evaporating, drying of pelleted waste,
or waste v i t r i rica-.i m, f-est is required. Micro-
wave energy is considered in this paner as a
source of the process heat in the lat ter two cases
because of i t s potential f-.r remote acclimation
for a radioactive process and i ts inherent jual i ty
of "volr.ne" instead cf "surface" heating.

I I . WICROUAVE ENERGY

Microwave power consists of electromagnetic (E-M)
radiat ion of r e l a t i ve l y short wavelength. The
frecuenry used fo r the studies reported here is
2450 Wnz, wh"';n hai .5 1£-cm free-space wavelength.
A microwave heating 3 ..•"?•• : : - f " ~ t s of three mam
parts: the microwave g e w a ::;••. :-•- =<nDl icaror and
the connecting waveguide. Tie 0 <W v j - ; v ' ; .TRP-
erator used here included a 60 Hz to dc power'
source, a magnetron with iso la tor to cere ' - ; - ; -~n
microwaves, re f lec ted Dovier dummy load, or.a 3 ' . . :
impedance matching tuner. The ass l i ca tor IT ' I -
ply a vessel to contain the mi rrcwavr^ .,.-:; v.-
material to which tney j r e to te J : . : ! 1 - : . ' •••-
microwaves are routed frcm the generator ta -.-•-
applicator through a hollow rec ta rc j ! * " - w.i/^ ' . . :

.NOTICE
MCTMII3 OF THIS BEPMT1BE
N tas toM rapradaeed from thi best
•wtHabto can to permit ttw hrtadest
piMlMo •vjllaMlity.

Kt- STUDIES

Process AppTfcafton

In s prevtcras study, nricrowave energy was found to
be potentially advantageous for either dryinn
pellets or melting glass to produce a f inal radio-
active waste form bv remote processes.1 Microwave
heating has several potential advantaqes. The
intr insic properties of microwaves allow them to be
channeled from a non-radioactive area to a radio-
active processing cell with only minimal (about
0.2 dS/meter) power loss. Virtually al l of the
microwave equipment can be kept outside of the
radioactive contamination rone, leaving only the
hollcw .ta'i~''.-.Tze and the containment vessel (appli-
cator) in tne radioactive environment.

Tits greatest advantage of microwave heating comes
itr tftat the process material is heated and'not the
process, f-rodjet temperatures are not limited by
the tgnperaturs of tne heat 6ourc° as they are by
conduction, convection, or radiation. The absor-
bent temperature is limited only when its rate of
heat loss is equal to i ts rate of absorbtion. For
an afcscrtent m te r i a l . adequately insulated, tem-
perature na= nc upper l imi t using even the least
powerful generator. Practical limitations are
mostly due tc the materials1 abil i ty to couple with
ano absorb the microwaves, the maximum temperature
allowable in the applicator, power available and
the generator efficiency (about 75?; for most
magnetrons).

B. Microwave Breakdown

As in large dc elsctric f ie ld strengths, but by a
sl ight ly diffe^riit mechanism, nases can undergo
eiect'en avalin;ne breakdown wren operating at
microwave frequencies with high-intansity electric
fields.-1- Calculations were done to determine the

icnizing radiation and off-gases on the
1 i-y.-isi*-} breakdown occurs.
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' • - " \ : • : : - • : - • - - • • . • • • . - - . - . r o v a v e p e l l e t
' . " ' " " • « • : . ' ' • • " " ' " ••"->] c - i c r s a s e t h e b r e a k -

••• -"•;..' strenjtn. Volatile materials such as
..;ttfr, fluorides, ana ;;0x would not signif icantly
fediice the breaKd;>n f ie ld strength from that 0?
clean air ccndit-c.is. I t is recemmended, however,
that off-gsses should oe swept from the microwave
f i e l d to prevent them from becoming predominant or
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breakdown will occur at significantly reduced field
strengths.

IV, DRYING OF A PELLETED WASTE FORM

—A;—Laboratory-Scale Drying Tests

Microwave Dryer

laboratory experiments showed that the moist or
"green" waste pellets as produced at the ICPP lose
15-25% of their total weight during the drying
step.3 Six to seven percent of the pellet weight
is lost as N0x, irost of the balance is water.
Microwave drying requires 10-20 min versus the 80-
120 nrin required using hot air. Figure 1 shows the
general shape of drying rate vs tine for four levels
of power in a commercially available household
microwave oven. Figure 2 shows the wt£ water left
in the pellet versus time for exposure to the same
four "levels of power. As can be expected, the rate
of water loss is highest when the water content is
Wghest, ar,d both asymtotically approach zero. The
Wgher power values yield not only higher drying
rate peaks but reach those oeaks in shorter times.
This initial drying rate must be limited to prevent
the pellets from exploding or expanding.

Figure 1. Microwave Drying Rate vs.
Time for ICPP Pellets

• Suct^ssfnl r".pid drying of the pellets in the
laboratory w-ithout detrimentally affecting the
final product prompted design of a pilot-scale dryer
(see Figure 3} for use in a pelletizing pilot

-plant.1 The dryer/applicator was sized such that
for the frequency range deviations of the magnetron,
the number of possible modes was maximized. Each
mode develops standing waves and nulls; i.e., lines
of higher and lower field strength where reflected
waves are reinforced or cancelled"by wave interfer-
ence respectively. In the presence of a mode-
stirrer, a revolving conductive fan blade, the
prevailing modes alternate, thereby changing the
wave-null pattern in the cavity and yielding fairly
homogeneous heating of the sample. Generally, the
larger the cavity the more modes that are possible,
but certain dimensions lead to more modes than
others even though they may yield the same appli-
cator volume.

Figure 2. Water Remaining (WfS) vs. Exposure
— Time to Microwaves for ICPP Pellets

Figure 3. Schematic of Microwave Applicator

The pellet dryer was sized to maximize the number
of possible modes in the desired volume, giving a
51 cm x 56 cm x 91 cm cavity. The dryer has two
•ricrowave inlets from the generator which may be
operated from 0-6 kW at 2.45 GHz. Pellets,
0.5-1.0 cm in diameter, are vibrated down thr°e
flights of glass trays tilted at 2-3° to give a
iresidence time of 15 minutes which is sufficient
to dry 25 kg of pellets per hour. Pellet inlet
and outlet are one inch tubes wliich allow gravity
flow of pellets, but contain the microwaves in the
applicator. The volatiles given off during drying
such as HoO and N0x are removed by sweeping the
applicator with a preheated (^200°C) stream of air.

Care must be taken in the applicator design. There
can be no metallic projections into the cavity as
they absorb energy. Applicator internals must be
microwave transparent. Materials such as glass and
AI2O3 ceramics must be used. Also entries into the
microwave applicator must be designed to prevent
microwave leakage.

Operation of the microwave drier will begin as soon
OT checkout of the pilot-plant system is complete.
Tests will include residence time versus through-
put ar.-i r^inred power, and evaluation of the
apali^-^L- ^nysica! construction. Microwave drying
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-•far tfcte case- is advantageous for at least three
f t o w m . fit heat-is eppTied from-a generator lo-
eatfid in a nonractioactive area, (2) dryirn is faster
than by conventional methods, and (3) microwaves

"fowffQrmly ary the whole pellet whereas radiant
luattng tends to initially form a brittle crust on
the surface of the, pellet thai may crack as tne

volatiles heat and axpand against this shell.

MELTING OF CALCINED WASTE

• A. The Glass Melting Process Using Microwaves

Another waste form being considered is immobilizing
'ICPP calcines in glass containing 20-33 wt% cal-
cine.5 The glasses are a combination of vitrifying
materials (frit) and the calcine (see Table I) all
melted at 1050 to 1100°C. The mixture of calcine
and frit is melted for up to eight hours to ensure
homogeneity before pouring into a final storage
canister. Joule heating, as proposed, uses elec-
trodes under the glass level that pass current
through the molten pool, using the resistance of
the glass to produce heat. The possible advantages
of microwave over ioule heating for glass melting
are: (1) simple melter startup, (2) no dependence
on glass electrical conductivity, (3) no electrodes,
and (4) no limit on operating temperature due to
electrode materials. To use joule-heating, some
supplementary means must be used eo raise the tem-
perature of the glass to a point where it becomes
electrically conductive. With microwaves, the
energy absorbent glass will heat from ambient tem-
peratures. Using joule heating, the rate of heat
production is a function of the current and the
square of the path resistance. The melting rate
and temperature of the glass melt are therefore
functions of glass resistivity, so power applica-
tion controls temperature, and the temperature
change doss not affect power efficiency. With mi-
crowave heating, the power source may be remotely
located away from process contamination, and the
electrodes are eliminated.

I TABLE I

Composition of
Zirconia Calcine

ICPP Calcine

CaF2

ZrO2

A1203

B203

Misc.

1 Component Wt°

50-56

21-37

13-17

3-4

2-5

Simulated ICPP
and Glass F r i t 51

Glass F r i t 5 1 ,
> Component

SiO2

B2°3
Na20

CuO

(GF51)a
MtS

66

8

24

2

,aA frit developed to vitrify ICPP zirccnia calcine.

Disadvantages include dependence on glass absorb-
(tivitv and microwave breaMown in very high radia-
ition fields. Although th? -U3crbtivity of the
glass is not temperature d'_. -iaent it does depend
on composition. Therefore microwave absorbtive

materials must be included in the glass. This is
not a well understood phenomenon. There are indica-
tions that oxidation state may play an important
..Bart .in.microwave energy absorbence.

Additives to enhance microwave absorberice can be
separated into three categories. First, thoss
additives whose molecules couple in a lesser manner
with the electric field of the microwave E-M field
to generate heat. Water and NH3 are examples,
each having dipole molecules with coupling to
2.45 gigahertz radiation such that the dipole
"flips" in response to the alternating field
direction to generate heat.

Second, additives having magnetic domains that are
able to couple to the magnetic portion of the 2.45
gigahertz E-M field. Certain soft ferrites have a
magnetic domain flipping-rate capable of respond-
ing at gigahertz rates. Since each domain "flip"
results in a hystersis loss in material, heat is
generated.

Finally, additives such as carbon black and certain
salts can make a completely non-interacting sub-
stance somewhat conductive such that electric
current is generated through the volume of the
resultant mixture by the electric field of the
2.45 gigahertz E-M waves. The distributed current
through the distributed "resistance" causes heat-
ing of the substance.

Conversely if the absorbtivity is too high, indi-
cations are that the microwave energy is absorbed
in a thin surface layer of "the glass. The glass
must then be adequately conductive to melt the
bottom layer of the glass pool. "Skin effect^' as
this is called will vary of course with the mate-
rial, temperature, and microwave frequency. In
simulated commercial waste at the melt temperature,
the skin depth appears (by visual observation of a
heated sample) to be only about 1 centimeter. For
non-melted simulated commercial waste powder, the
skin depth apparently is many centimeters. The
electrical conductivity of the hot, melted waste
obviously is much larger than that of unmelted
powder leading to the difference in skin depth
effect.

The initial impression from testing of microwave
heated melts is that after melting has actually
been achieved, the skin-depth effect causes
further heating to resemble surface or radiant
heat behavior rather than volume type heating.
In pellet drying, though, the pellet size is such
that typical microwave volume heating should
result.

B.- Laboratory-Scale Melting Tests

Experiments using microwave energy to melt glass
have been reported.7*3 The laboratory-scale
microwav? applicator built at the ICPP to vitrify
Simula'-"' Reined waste was of simple design for
explore . experiments, so it was designed as
large as possible in the allowable space to give
flexibility in the applicator wave modes. A mode
stirrer was included in the cavity. The melter
was built from a two-foot diameter stainless steel
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-|iip» '••• T I wH*F«-*»M«!F'top~emd bottom
< w * « a p cTcstre t o allow placenwnt of '
j»toBii»crucibles. Testrsf-w-s primarily directed
SBMWdqttilitative measurement of the absorptivity

"Wf-vaS&mii glass f r i t components, and mi crowave
absorbent glass addittres. Two types of calcines^;,

t f f w U ICP? zirconia caicine, and acalcined-
rttion proposed by Al l ied General

••clear Services (AGNS). Additives included three
OjmnwrcialTy available fer r i tes, a l l of the second
type described above. They were BaG~6Fe->Q3 (*105)
with a si l icate sintering agent, SrOBFejOj ($201)
also with the sintering agent, and BaO-BFegĈ
(#307) alone. —

Table I I shows the mixtures tested, time to melt,
power sett ing, total exposure time, and results.
l ie-results are qualitative, but point out an
important trend. None of the individual components
«cwsed in these tests melted, although CuO and
fen i t s #2Q1 showed slight sintering. Conversely,
when either of the calcines was mixed with the
glass f r i t with or without one of the ferr i tes,
melting did occur, i t would anrsar that not only
is the individual conwo'.ent absorptivity irnoortant,
but the interaction of the mixture is also impor-
tant , probably due to change of oxidation states,
and nay not necessarily be implied by the single
constituents. Future tests w i l l have to more
-thoroughly investigate this point. Perhaps most
Important is that melting temperatures were easily
reached from ambient startup. ;

r TABLE II

~~ tesuits of Microwave Melting
Tests on SI ass Corporents

Time to Exposure
Material Melt/Power Time Comer, ts

Calcine Never/3 kW 15 min Slight warming
(ICPP)
51 Oj Never/: fcW 15 nrir No change
Va^SaOr- Never/i kW 15 min Steam expansion
SH2O

lfat2SiO3 Never/1 fcw 15 nrtn No change

CuO Slowing 15 win P a r t i a l l y fused
5 min/1 kW ;

Ferr i te I4ever/1.5 kW 15 mirt No change
#106
Ferri te 8 min/1.5 kW 15 min Partially fused
#207

Ferrite Never/1.5 kW 15 rain No change
#307

3CPP+SF51 4 min/2 kW 30 min Uniform melt
except iur f - , :e

ICPP+GF51+ \i rair I ,,4 30 min Cie-ir - - , 1. iome
106 -, ' iat ion

TCPn-GF51+ 5 min/2 kW 30 min Lit-- 116 fewer
201 stnatior.s

Tinw-to- Exposure
.Qamnents

307
17 rnnfi tt!

A6NS+6F51 4 w1n/2 kH 13 min

AGNS+6F51+ 4 min/2 kW
106

ASNS+GF51+ 6 min/2 kW
307

3 0 « f n — L i k e 201 fewer
• a t n a t i o n , free

ferrtte chunks
Much unmelted
calcine

Some unmelted
calcine
Much unmelted
calcined .

35 min

C Future Testing

The power required to melt the glasses needs to be
more accurately measured. Absorbivtty tests need
to be done on prospective glass tank refractories
as well as on glass mixtures. Measurements to
determine the effects of off-gases and high-
radiation fields on microwave breakdown must be
done. Measurements to judge breakdown effects and
to compare volatility to joule-heating experiments
are also needed.

; VI. COHCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Experiments show that microwave power appears
practical for drying pelleted waste and has poten-
tial for melting waste glasses. Planned pilot-
scale experiments will verify microwave pellet
drying. Laboratory-scale melting tests indicate
adequate microwave absorbtivity in the glass
components to promote melting. Further testing
remains to draw any conclusions on glass quality
and process characteristics.
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